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РАTON EvgENy OscarOvich

Оn March 5, 2000, 150 years have passed since the birthday of Раtоn Evgeny Oscarovich (1870–1953), the 
outstanding scientist in the field of metal structures аnd welding, academician of the academy of sciences 
of Ukrssr (1929), honoured scientist of Ukrssr (1940), laureate of stalin prize of Ussr (1941), Неrо of 
socialist Labour (1943), founder аnd реrmаnеnt director of the institute of Electric Welding (1934–1953), 
vice-president of academy of sciences of Ukrssr (1945–1953). Е.О. Раtоn went down in history of science 
as the author of classical manuals оn bridge construction, the designer of unique projects of bridges, the head 
of а scientific school оn the problems of welding which is recognized all over the world.
Evgeny Oscarovich is well characterized bу his оwn words: «i have nеvеr bееn attracted bу the work directed 
to the solution of subjects abstracted аnd isolated from practice. i tried to make my works аnd the works of 
my staff to the useful for the national eсоnоmу. The best award for the mаn is to see the embodiment of ideas 
аnd results of works into the life». Different scientists including those involved in engineering estimate their 
achievement in different ways. some of them аrе satisfied with receiving unique formula аnd consider their 
mission finalized. But such аn achievement for Е.О. Раtоn is оnlу а step оn the way to the main aim.
all life he was tireless at his work. Не taught students, wrote manuals, improved methods of design of bridges, 
created unique projects аnd participated in their realization. Не invited students to these works, fascinating 
them with his ideas, imparting the habits of а creative аррrоасh to the solution of technical рrоblеms.
in the 20s Е.О. Раtоn realized that the technology of fabrication of metal structures will bе based оn аn electric 
welding аnd decided to study this technological process. Не founded the Electric Welding Laboratory which in 
1934 was transformed to the institute of Electric Welding. Evgeny Oscarovich considered the development of а 
high-efficient method of welding suitable for manufacture of critical structures as оnе of the important aims of 
the institute. By the end of the 30s the institute managed to develop such method as the submerged-аrс weld-
ing. The second World War began. Ву the request of Evgeny Oscarovich the fall 1941 institute was evacuated 
to the Urals where the mass production of tanks was organized. in the severest conditions it was necessary in 
the shortest terms to create the technology of welding of hard-to-weld armoured steels, to set the manufacture 
of welding automatic machines аnd flux. at that time Evgeny Oscarovich аnd his colleagues accomplished а 
really heroic deed in realizing all this. The famous tanks Т-34, welded bу the automatic machines, were con-
tinuously leaving the plant соnvеуоr. The submerged-аrс welding was also mastered at other defense plants 
owing to the efforts of Е.О. Раtоn аnd his staff.
in postwar years the institute was working in collaboration with hundreds of plants. New technologies of 
manufacture of ship hulls, large-diameter pipes, power, petrochemical аnd other equipment were created. at 
the same time Evgeny Oscarovich returned to his main idea, i.e. to the construction of all-welded bridges. The 
program of research works was scheduled аnd successfully fulfilled. This program envisaged the specifying 
of requirements to steel for welded structures, creation of rational welded joints аnd study of their strength, 
development of technology of welding both under shop аnd site conditions. at that time а method of welding 
vertical welds with а forced weld formation was also developed. The works of that period made а good start for 
а thorough study of materials science problems of welding, problems of strength of welded joints for different 
conditions of service, contributed to а wide application of mechanized methods of welding in site conditions. 
The first long all-welded bridge designed аnd constructed under the direct supervision of Evgeny Oscarovich 
аnd named after him was put into service in Kyiv in 1953.
Е.О. Раtоn paid а great attention to the works made from the orders of the industrial enterprises. Не considered 
аn agreement with а customer as а certificate of recognition of usefulness of the research works. at а present 
transition to the market principles of organizing the eсоnоmу, the progressiveness of the vital positions of the 
outstanding scientist becomes more evident.
Е.О. Раtоn left us the property, the Раtоn traditions, which аrе followed nоw at the Electric Welding institute 
headed bу Раtоn Boris Evgenievich. in spite of hard times in the country есоnоmу, the institute, which bears 
the nаmе of its founder, PaTON EvgENy OscarOvich, is still оnе of the most authoritative research 
centres in the field of welding аnd allied technologies. This is proved bу its wide-spread relations both with 
Ukrainian enterprises, аnd with r & D centres аnd companies of mаnу foreign countries.
given the great contribution of the Electric Welding institute to the world treasury of knowledge and technology in 
welding and allied technologies, international Welding institute in 2000 founded the «Eugenij PaTON Prize».
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Mukhrani Bridge across the Kura river in Tiflis, built in 1908 by E.O. Paton’s design

grand opening for traffic of Evgenia Bosh Bridge, designed by E.O. Paton. Kyiv. May 10, 1925
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Opening ceremony of the E.O. Paton bridge, November 5, 1953

E.O. Paton bridge today

Memorial sign with which
the american Welding society commemorated
the E.O. Paton Bridge in 1995 as a prominent
welded structure of the twentieth century
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Designing the Kyiv pedestrian bridge at the end of Petrivska alley, well-known to all the Kyivites, gave me a 
lot of creative joy. e remains of a slope on the hilly bank of the Dnipro, which had not yet slid down, were an 
obstacle to continuation of the Petrivska alley. First, a project was put forward, which consisted in running 
a tunnel through this land mass. Such a solution seemed uninteresting and dull to me. is wonderful corner of 
Kyiv could be decorated by a light, beautiful bridge. It would look extremely aractive against the background 
of endless Dnipro expanses and magnicent Kyiv parks. I suggested making a deep recess in the slope and 
spanning it by a light pedestrian bridge with crescent laice trusses. They liked the idea, and it was approved.

E.O. Paton

arched bridge over Petrovskaya alley in Kyiv, 
built in 1912 by E.O. Paton’s design
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ENgiNEEriNg cENTEr 
OF ELEcTrON BEaM WELDiNg 

OF E.O. PaTON ELEcTric WELDiNg iNsTiTUTE

The Department 57 of «Physical Processes, Machin-
ery and Equipment for Electron Beam and Laser 
Welding» of the E.O. Paton Electric Welding institute 
of the Nas of Ukraine and the Engineering center of 
Electron Beam Welding for many decades have been 
specialized in the development of electron beam weld-
ing (EBW) technologies for many advanced structural 
alloys, as well as in the development of equipment 
for EBW and related processes for aerospace industry, 
power and chemical engineering, instrument manu-
facture and medicine.

Main directions of activity:
● development of technology and processing 

methods of EBW of materials and products with a 
thickness of welding edges from 0.5 to 250 mm;

● study of physical processes in welding pool 
during joining different metals and alloys of up to 
250 mm thick;

● development of repair technologies for aircraft 
engine components and gas turbines;

● development of additive technologies for manu-
facture of products of a set shape by using the meth-
ods of layer-by-layer filler electron beam surfacing in 
vacuum with the use of powder materials (EBM — 
Electron Beam Melting) and wire (DM — Direct 
Manufacturing), manufactured in Ukraine;

● development and production of equipment for 
implementation of additive technologies in industry;

● improvement of welding guns and power sourc-
es for EBW;

● development of software for control of EBW in-
stallations;

● development, manufacture, putting into opera-
tion, warranty and post-warranty maintenance of elec-
tron beam equipment in accordance with the customer 
specifications and designated purpose of products on 
the territory of Ukraine, Europe, america and asia;

● using of the own production facilities for man-
ufacturing experimental batches of parts and assem-
blies for which the use of EBW is the optimal solution.

in recent years, a new generation of electron beam 
installations developed by the E.O. Paton Electric 
Welding institute on the base of a model-oriented 
control has been mastered at twenty enterprises of 
aerospace and power industries, as well as at mechan-
ical engineering enterprises in the Usa, china, south 
Korea and india.

all the installations developed and delivered by 
the Department can be divided into several types ac-
cording to the volume of a welding chamber: «small», 
«medium», «large» and «superlarge». at the same 
time, a characteristic feature of the installations, 
developed for EBW of large-sized parts is intracham-
ber mobile electron beam gun, which has from 3 to 
5 axes and positioning accuracy of not worse than 
0.08 mm.

general appearance of production area
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This, of course, allows maximizing the capacity 
factor of internal volume of the vacuum chamber.

The presence of the 2000 m2 production area, 
equipped with a gantry crane with a lifting capacity of 
5/30 tons allows performing assembly and adjustment 
of installations for EBW with a volume of vacuum 
chambers of up to 100 m3. if dimensions or mass of 
the vacuum chamber are beyond the admissible limit 
for transportation, then it is divided into sections with 
corresponding connecting flanges. The use of a box-
like structure of walls and doors instead of a conven-
tional T-shape strucutre provides a two times higher 
moment of inertia for the same thickness and, as a 
result, lower bending of the wall during pumping of 
the chamber. This, in turn, increases the accuracy of 
movement of the welding gun.

To control electron beam installations, distributed 
computer systems were developed and successfully 
used, for communication of whose elements industrial 
interface buses are used. For real-time monitoring and 
tracking of a joint, in the installations secondary emis-
sion rasTr electron systems are successfully used. 

The power complexes of electron beam installations 
have high-voltage power sources and welding guns of 
up to 120 kW at an accelerated voltage of 60−120 kv.

in addition to the typical nomenclature of installa-
tions for specific tasks of the customer, namely, dimen-
sions and shape of components to be welded, type and 
location of welded joints in the component, PWi designs 
and manufactures many variations of dimenisons of 
welding chambers, configurations of vacuum system, 
mechanism for moving electron beam gun and parts to 
be welded. Moreover, besides the equipment itself, the 
technology of welding structures is developed. it means 
that the customer purchases the equipment together 
with the technology for EBW of specific parts.

By 2020, more than 150 sets of electron beam 
equipment have already been developed and delivered 
to different countries of the world. Our customers and 
partners are: airbus industry (France), Boeing (Usa), 
British aerospace (United Kingdom), hitachi Works 
(Japan), Mhi (Japan), gKN (Usa), halla industrial 
co. (south Korea), BiaM (china), The harbin insti-
tute of Technology (china), Doosan heavy industries 
& constructions co. (south Korea), harbin Boil-
er Plant (china), sc sPKg «Zorya−Mashproekt», 
Lutsk repair Plant «Motor», sE «Ukroboronprom», 
Jsc «Motor sich», PJsc «Poltava Machine-Building 
Plant», sE «Makarov Production association yuzhny 
Machine-Building Plant», sE Plant «generator», etc.

Using the scientific potential of scientists of 
the National academy of sciences of Ukraine, the 
E.O. Paton Electric Welding institute of the Nas of 
Ukraine is constantly improving the equipment and 
electron beam technologies in accordance with actual 
orders of industry.

small-sized electron beam installation

Electron beam installation 
for joining precision products and slabs of 75 t weight
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rEsEarch aND PrODUcTiON cENTEr «TiTaN» 
OF E.O. PaTON ELEcTric WELDiNg iNsTiTUTE

state company «research and Production center «Ti-
tan» of E.O. Paton Electric Welding institute of the 
Nas of Ukraine» was established in 1996, in keeping 
with the decision of academician Borys E. Paton, PWi 
Director, for research and production development of 
technologies and equipment in the field of electron 
beam melting of metals and alloys and their further 
introduction in the Ukrainian enterprises, as well as 
for intensification of research and experimental de-
sign work in the field of titanium metallurgy under 
self-financing conditions.

in the production facilities of sc «rPc «Titan» 
six electron beam installations are in operation, in-
cluding: three electron beam installations, each of 
the annual capacity of 500 t; specialized electron 
beam installation of 1500 t annual capacity; elec-
tron beam installation for surface flashing of ingots 
of both round and rectangular cross-section; labo-
ratory electron beam installation for development 
of new alloys, based on iron, nickel, titanium and 
other metals, as well as optimization of their pro-
duction technologies.

The installations are fitted with axial electron beam 
guns Paton-300 of 300 kW nominal power, which 
have differential pumping that allows conducting the 
melting process in a stable uninterrupted mode.

in order to produce titanium alloy ingots, the follow-
ing can be used as the initial charge: titanium sponge 
(briquetted, loose, unbroken blocks), titanium scrap, and 
alloying components in the form of master alloys.

sc «rPc «Titan» has introduced the technology 
of electron beam melting of high-quality ingots of ti-
tanium alloys, which contain inclusions of low and 
high density, of a guaranteed composition.

in order to reduce metal losses, sc «rPc «Titan», 
instead of machining, uses the technology of flashing 
the side surface of ingots of both the round and rect-
angular cross-sections. application of the technology 
of electron beam melting of the ingot side surface al-
lows removing the surface defects without machining 
the ingot surface that increases the metal yield up to 
15 %, depending on ingot weight.

Each ingot is subjected to visual control and ultra-
sonic testing.
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Product range of SC «RPC «Titan»
range alloy grades

165×950×4000 mm; 150×530×4000 mm; 
diameter 80, 110, 150, 195, 300, 400, 500, 600, 830, 1100 mm, 

up to 4000 mm length

vТ1-0, vТ1-00, vТ3-1, vТ5, vТ6, vТ8, vТ14, vТ20, vТ22,
PТ3v, PТ7М, PТ1М, 3М, ЕТ3, grade 1, grade 2, grade 5

chemical composition of the ingots meets the requirements of national and foreign standards (DsTU, asTM, aMs, etc.) 
Other alloy grades can be produced by agreement with the customer.

contact information: 26 raketna str., 03028, Kyiv, Ukraine 
Tel: (38044) 524-95-43, Fax: (38044) 524-10-96; E-mail: titan.paton@gmail.com
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iNTErNaTiONaL cENTEr 
FOr ELEcTrON BEaM TEchNOLOgiEs 

OF E.O. PaTON ELEcTric WELDiNg iNsTiTUTE

Technology of electron beam evaporation (atomiza-
tion) and further physical vapour deposition in vacu-
um (EB-PvD) for producing thick films and massive 
condensates with specified structure and properties 
began to be developed at PWi under the leadership 
of Borys O. Movchan at the start of 1960s. created 
during 1975–1991 at PWi, EB-PvD technologies and 
equipment (15 industrial multichamber units) were 
introduced in many enterprises of the Ministries of 
aviation, shipbuilding and gas industries for depo-
sition of heat- and corrosion-resistant and thermal 
barrier coatings with an outer ceramic layer on gas 
turbine blades for various applications.

state self-supporting company «international 
center for Electron Beam Technologies of the E.O.Pa-
ton Electric Welding institute of the Nas of Ukraine» 
(icEBT) founded in 1994, continues systematic re-
search for creation of new materials and protective 
coatings, which are produced by application of EB-
PvD technologies. scientific fundamentals of EB-
PvD technologies of producing amorphous, nano-
crystalline, dispersion-strengthened, microlaminate, 
porous and gradient materials and coatings; specific 
technologies and new examples of EB-
PvD equipment, which gained interna-
tional recognition, are protected by nu-
merous patents (Usa, Europe, china), in 
particular joint patents with customers.

Developed at icEBT technologies 
for deposition of gradient protective 
coatings provide a higher level of re-
peatability of the composition, structure 
and fatigue life, compared to coatings 
which are produced by the traditional 
multistage technology. For instance, the 
graded thermal barrier coatings of Nico-
craly(alcr)/ysZ type for protection of 
gas turbine blades (see Figure), with ce-
ramic layer thickness of approximately 
160 μm have a low level of heat conduc-
tivity (approximately 1.2 W/(m.K), and 
their thermal cyclic fatigue life is 2–3 
times higher than that of the traditional 
thermal barrier coatings.

Technology of deposition of multi-
layer damping/erosion-resistant nano-

structured coating for protection of parts from titani-
um- and aluminium-based alloys was developed.

The main icEBT customers for fulfillment of re-
search contracts are foreign companies and research 
centers of the Usa (general Electric, Pratt&Whitney, 
honeywell, Pennsylvania state University), canada, 
Japan and india.

active cooperation was established with the en-
terprises and organizations of the People’s republic 
of china. here, both the equipment and advanced 
technologies are proposed to all the customers. Over 
the recent years, 4 licenses for the right of industrial 
use of patents for deposition of thermal barrier coat-
ings were sold to Prc, together with 6 electron beam 
units, and training and upgrading of the qualifications 
of chinese engineers and technicians was performed.

it should be noted that the first EB-PvD unit, de-
signed and manufactured at icEBT at the end of 1990s, 
was supplied to Beijing (Beijing institute of aeronautics 
and astronautics). all together, icEBT designed, manu-
factured and supplied to chinese customers 13 EB-PvD 
units, which are operating both at research organiza-
tions (Beijing institute of aeronautics and astronautics, 

appearance and microstructure of gradient thermal barrier 
Nicocraly(alcr)/ZrO2–8 % y2O3 coating on a blade of gas turbine en-
gine:
1 — outer ceramic layer of ZrO2–8 % y2O3;
2 — heat-resistant Nicocraly layer with alcr gradient zone;
3 — high-temperature alloy
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Beijing aeronautical Manufacturing Technology re-
search institute, Beijing institute of aeronautical Mate-
rials), and at industrial enterprises in the cities of Xi’an, 
guizhou, shenyang, chengdu.

in 2019 the license for the use of the technology 
of high-rate EB-PvD of corrosion-resistant alloys 
for deposition of protective coatings was purchased 
by sc sPKg «Zorya−Mashproekt» (Mykolaiv), and 
joint research is continued on improvement of com-
posite coatings of metal/ceramic type, which are used 
in this enterprise.

icEBT is developing variants of hybrid EB-PvD 
technologies, which combine the physical and chem-
ical processes of deposition of inorganic materials in 
vacuum. EB-PvD hybrid nanotechnology and the re-
spective equipment are a real basis for further prog-
ress of science and technology and economy, in order 
to produce protective coatings in different sectors of 
modern mechanical engineering.

Over the recent years, a new direction began to be 
developed at icEBT, alongside the above-mentioned 
traditional areas of technology, namely EB-PvD 
technology of deposition of nanostructured coatings 
(«islet» and continuous) on powders and granules of 
various materials.

all together, over the 25 years of icEBT existence 
17 EB-PvD units for various applications have been 
manufactured and supplied, and 6 licenses for the 
right of industrial use of patents for protective coating 
deposition have been sold to foreign customers (Prc, 
Usa, canada, and india). The new generation units 
proposed to customers, are fitted with modern West-
ern vacuum components, improved electron beam 
projectors with cathode life extended up to 100 h, sta-
bilized high-voltage power source that corresponds to 
the European standard cEi 61000-3-4, and modern 
industrial computers for the control system.

http://www.paton-icebt.kiev.ua/

EB-PvD units developed and manufactured at icEBT, are operating in Prc, Usa, canada and india
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A potential ad actum

PaTON TUrBiNE TEchNOLOgiEs

Paton Turbine Technologies LLc (PTT), being the 
assignee of «Pratt & Whitney-Paton» (PWP) marked 
its twenty-fifth anniversary in 2018.

at the start of 1990s, United Technologies corpo-
ration (UTc), one of Usa largest financial-industrial 
groups, addressed B.E.Paton with the initiative to cre-
ate a scientific-research center for further advance of 
scientific developments in the field of EB-PvD tech-
nology, started earlier at PWi under the leadership 
of such well-known scientists as B.E. Paton, B.O. 
Movchan, i.s. Malashenko, v.O. Timashov, and oth.

The main specialization of the established Joint 
venture consisted in improvement and adaptation of 
the production of thermal barrier coatings (TBc) for 
the world market (Figure 1). TBc application is one 
of the ways to improve the service life of components 
of the turbine hot section and more efficient operation 
of gas-turbine units (gTU). in combination with inter-
nal cooling, TBcs provide a lowering of temperature 
on the base alloy surface, and, hence, allow raising 
the turbine inlet gas temperature, thus increasing its 
efficiency, and also promote protection from external 
erosion impact and prevent metal degradation under 
the impact of the external gas environment, thermal 
and residual stresses. international experience of the 
last decades, particularly in the aviation industry, con-
firmed the rationality of application of electron beam 
physical vapour deposition (EB-PvD) in vacuum, in 
order to produce thermal barrier ceramic coatings with 
a columnar rather dense structure of formed crystal-

lites. This is exactly the structural feature that ensures 
a fatigue life margin of the ceramic coatings at vary-
ing thermal cyclic loading in operation (Figure 2).

The process of formation of electron beam ther-
mal barrier coatings on a heat-resistant bond coat was 
mastered at PWi. Further successful development of 
the technology led to formation of a regular thermally 
grown oxide layer (TgO) on the boundary with the 
metal interlayer during ceramics deposition. it was 
developed and certified due to the efforts of Ukrainian 
and Usa specialists of Pratt & Whitney-Paton.

at the start of its activity, Ukrainian-Usa Joint 
venture Pratt & Whitney-Paton entered into produc-
tion and intellectual cooperation with Pratt & Whit-
ney company, which together with British rolls-
royce company and Usa general Electric belong to 
the «big three» of aircraft manufacturers.

Just one year after the company was established, 
manufacture of high-tech electron beam equipment for 
the Usa partners began in Kiev, which was stage-by-
stage placed and upgraded in the Usa and singapore.

in 1998, EB-PvD ceramic coating was first depos-
ited on blades of the first stage of PW 4000 aircraft 
engine, some series of which were designed for air-
bus a300-600, airbus a310-300, Boeing 747-400, at 
rc Pratt & Whitney-Paton in Kiev. Now the compa-
ny achievements include formation of coatings on the 
components of cF-6 aircraft engines, produced by gE 
aviation for airbus a300/310/330, Boeing747, Boeing 
767; cFM-56 produced by cFM international (joint 

Figure 1. general view of the company production facilities: a — coating shop, b — shop for repair of gas turbine engine components
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venture of safran company and Usa general Electric) 
for airbus a319/320/321 and Boeing 737. Over the last 
thirteen years the coatings were successfully deposited 
on more than 280 thou blades and 18 thou rings of ad-
ditional power units aPU 131-9 honeywell.

another important page in the history of PTT de-
velopment is long-term cooperation with siemens 
industrial Turbomachinery aB Division (swedish 
Branch) on deposition of thermal barrier coatings on 
blades of sgT 800 turbine (nominal power of 47/53 
MW). By the level of pollutant emissions into the at-
mosphere at 50 to 100 % load it was noted by experts 
as the best among the medium-power generating tur-
bines. The active cooperation phase started in the first 
quarter of 2006, and during this time EB-PvD metal 
and ceramic coatings were deposited on more than 60 
thou blades of sgT 800 turbines of four different gen-
erations. here, the production efficiency was higher 
than 99.8 %. and now Paton Turbine Technologies, as 
a leader in thermal barrier coating sector, is develop-
ing and testing original coatings for a new generation 
of single-crystal blades of 1-st stage of the modified 
sgT 800 turbine, which will be marketed this year.

at present thermal barrier coatings on various 
types of base alloys and metal layers are produced 
at PTT by EB-PvD method. Today TBc are depos-
ited on a wide range of blades and vanes, made from 
high-temperature nickel alloys of equiaxial, direction-
al crystallization and single-crystal alloys of different 
generations, for instance, Mar M-247, cMsX-4, 
PWa-1484, rene-5, cM-186Lc, iN-939, Zhs-32, 
Zhs-36, etc. Used as bond coats are metal layers of 
Mecraly (+hf, si) systems, formed by the methods 
of EB-PvD, high-velocity flame spraying in an oxy-
gen-containing atmosphere (hvOF), plasma spraying 
in low vacuum (LPPs); aluminide Nial and plati-
num-aluminide (Pt, Ni)al coatings (Figure 3).

in addition, the majority of them are now produced 
in Kiev. Development strategy of Paton Turbine Tech-
nologies reflects targeted diversification for creation 
of a production complex, which helps producing vari-
ous types of coatings or their systems. These coatings 
are used for the components of hot section of turbines 
in gas turbine engines. The composition and method 
to produce metal coatings are selected, depending 
on their functional features, and base alloy type of 
the component to be coated. it is important to note 
that testing coated samples for thermal cyclic fatigue 
showed that some systems of thermal barrier coatings 
provide the fatigue life of more than 3700 thermal cy-
cles at maximum temperature of 1100 °c.

Our company experienced periods of ups and 
downs, and 2014 was a quite serious challenge, when 
Usa partners withdrew from rc «Pratt & Whit-
ney-Paton» and its assignee — Paton Turbine Tech-
nologies company was organized on its base. Owing 
to the support of PWi and institute directorship per-
sonally, as well as maximum interest of the new PTT 
partner in the development of Paton Turbine Technol-
ogies, the company received an impetus for further 
growth, and reaching new horizons, both in commer-
cial production and in mastering advanced technolo-
gies.

at present, owing to the knowledge, creative ap-
proach and proper organization of production, the EB-
PvD units manufactured at Paton Turbine Technologies/
Pratt & Whitney-Paton, continue operating successful-
ly to fulfill the aviation industry orders in the Usa and 
singapore. international cooperation with siemens in-
dustrial Turbomachinery aB, honeywell, Meyer Tool, 
inc., and Kawasaki heavy industries, Ltd. companies 
continues to develop. For international positioning of the 
company, it is important to note that PTT is included 
into the data base of siemens industrial Turbomachinery 
aB as a qualified and approved supplier (siT approval 
supplier Data Base (asD) sQ).

The high level of the company was confirmed by 
isO 9001, as 9100, isO 14001, Faa, and NaDcaP 
certificates, which are revalidated on a regular basis.

The company purposefully maintains a high lev-
el of production organization, which was established 
by Usa partners. in 2009 Pratt & Whitney-Paton 
reached the silver Level in acE system (achieve-
ment of competitive Excellence) within the United 
Technologies corporation, and Paton Turbine Tech-
nologies continues maintaining the operation of all 
the key elements of the system up to now.

stable and confident development of Paton Turbine 
Technologies is also reflected in the company person-
nel policy. Over the last three years, 67 workplaces 

Figure 2. Thermal barrier coating and appearance of blades with 
metal and ceramic coatings
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were additionally created (more than 50 % company 
growth, compared to 2014). here, the number of em-
ployees with higher education is more than 2/3 of the 
company total staff. a significant rejuvenation of the 
workforce took place.

During development of EB-PvD coating tech-
nologies more than 25 different patents were granted 
over the twenty-five year history. here, the patented 
technologies have been and are currently used in ac-
tual production. Paton Turbine Technologies/Pratt & 
Whitney-Paton developed and registered company 
specification both for metal PWP-400 (18 coating 
types) and for ceramic coatings — PWP-100.

Together with development of «traditional» areas, 
the scientific and technical units of Paton Turbine 
Technologies continue investigations in the field of 
creating fundamentally new types of protective coat-
ings. To the company’s credit are the new types of ad-
vanced Mecraly coatings, produced by EB-PvD of 
the coating alloy with addition of alloying elements. 
Development of ceramic coatings was continued in 
the application of new materials, based on a mixture 
of rEM oxides. such materials have the heat con-
ductivity below that of standard ZrO2-y2O3 ceram-
ics. application of EB-PvD of such materials allows 
producing new generation ceramic coatings, which is 
exactly realized in PTT.

Focusing on the realities of the market of protec-
tive coatings for aircraft engines and industrial gas 
turbines, alongside EB-PvD of Mecraly type coat-
ings, the company began actively developing and 

using other methods of protective coating deposi-
tion. Platinum-aluminide coatings are widely used as 
a metal bond coat for gTE first stage blades. These 
coatings are a separate group of platinum-modified 
aluminide coatings.

Our company achievements already include ther-
mal barrier coatings deposited on platinum-aluminide 
coatings of the customer for the aircraft engine blades, 
the fatigue life of which exceeded 1000 thermal cycles. 
starting from 2018, a platinum electroplating section 
was set up and has been operating in the company. it 
is fitted with competitive Ukrainian equipment. This 
year we will finish setting up the laboratory and will 
commission the production section for gas-phase alu-
minizing, based on available equipment, upgraded in 
the Netherlands. This will widen PTT production line 
as to producing aluminide and platinum-aluminide 
coatings for foreign and Ukrainian partners. it is im-
portant that the result of long-term study of the prop-
erties and features of forming platinum-aluminides 
was the developed at Paton Turbine Technologies op-
timum composition of the coating, which, as the bond 
coat, ensures formation of reliable thermal barrier 
systems with sufficient service life, both on equiaxial 
crystallization alloys, and on single-crystal alloys of 
different generations (Figure 4).

as alternative and less expensive methods of 
coating deposition, Paton Turbine Technologies pro-
duction complex developed and introduced coatings 
produced by the methods of hvOF and aPs (air plas-
ma spray). Processes of thermal spraying are widely 

Figure 3. Different types of bond coats in thermal barrier systems of coatings produced by EB-PvD: (a−e) and aPs: a — EB-PvD; 
b — Ptal; c — LPPs; e, f — hvOF; e — Nial
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applied for deposition of thermal barrier coatings and 
bond coats for components of engines and land gas 
turbines. These deposition technologies are popular 
from the viewpoint of cost, as well as due to the sim-
plicity and repeatability of the process. hvOF process 
allows forming rather dense coatings of Nicocraly 
(+hF, si) system (with less than 2 vol.% porosity), 
which due to the features of the lamellar structure 
and alloying complex demonstrate good resistance to 
high-temperature oxidation and thermal stability, that 
allows applying them both as independent protective 
coatings, and as bond coats for thermal barrier coat-
ings, deposited by aPs method (Figure 5). in terms 
of cost, aPs-coatings, which are produced in air or 
shielding atmosphere, are more profitable in commer-
cial use for components of industrial and power tur-
bines, and provide a fatigue life of more than 1000 
thermal cycles. TBcs deposited by this method have 
low heat conductivity.

aPs unit was also used for development of a 
method of producing abradable ceramic coatings of 
resZ system: they are used in the turbine flow sec-

tion to minimize the radial gap above the blades, in 
order to reduce the gas losses and increase the turbine 
effectiveness. These coatings have sufficient erosion 
and corrosion resistance, heat resistance, proper po-
rosity (>20 %), etc. in the case of the blade interaction 
with the casing, the coating protects the blade and the 
casing from serious damage, improves the turbine ef-
ficiency and reduces fuel consumption.

it should be noted that Paton Turbine Technologies 
performs new developments, aimed at further prog-
ress of modern technologies, their adaptation in pro-
duction not only for the aerospace industry, but also 
for other sectors, in particular, transport engineering, 
metallurgy, and chemical industry.

at present, producing wear-resistant coatings is in 
great demand with different customers in the market. 
Using the hvOF unit, PTT started really applying the 
method of high-velocity thermal spraying of wear-resis-
tant, corrosion-resistant and antifriction coatings of the 
type of Wc, cr, c2, Mo, Pg-10N-01, etc., for rotation 
products and on flat abradable surfaces (Figure 6).

in 2006 Pratt & Whitney-Paton began developing 
a new direction, namely repair of gas turbine engine 
components. Now, a separate shop is functioning in 
the production complex, which performs comprehen-
sive repair of both serial batches of aviation products, 
and of individual components. advanced methods of 
blade repair include welding and brazing to extend the 
operating life of blades of turbines and gas-turbine 
units as a whole. at reconditioning products after ser-
vice most attention is given to high-temperature braz-
ing in vacuum. Diffusion brazing of high-tempera-
ture nickel alloys as to its technological capabilities 
is equivalent to argon-arc welding and provides the 
required physico-mechanical properties of the joints.

The entire repair cycle includes the operations 
on product cleaning, removal of used coatings, ma-
chining and heat treatment, operations of cladding, 

Figure 4. structure of platinum-aluminide coatings formed as a 
bond coat in the system of thermal barrier coating deposited by 
EB-PvD

Figure 5. Blade with thermal barrier coating, produced by the methods of hvOF/aPs and structure of the interphase between the metal 
(hvOF) and ceramic (aPs) layers of TBc system
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brazing, restoration of the dimensions and profile, 
coating deposition, hardening, etc. The main at-
tention is given to combining higher strength and 

low-temperature ductility of the repaired areas, and 
ensuring heat resistance of base alloys of the re-
conditioned products. Paton Turbine Technologies 

Figure 6. general view of the shaft after operation and reconditioning with deposition of wear-resistant coatings of Wc and stellite 
type, and microstructure of Wc coating

Figure 7. general view of the nozzle blade after operation with burn-out on the leading edge (a) and after reconditioning for further 
operation (b)

Figure 8. combining various coating types on the tip of power turbine airfoil: a — fragment of airfoil; b — joint line of two types of 
protective and thermal barrier coatings
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performs reconditioning of components of rD-33, 
aL-31, D 30KP, D 36, TvZ-117, DsU gTDE-117 
aircraft engines and industrial gas-turbine units, 
gTK 10-4, gTK 10i, Ms 3002, Dr-59, etc.

in order to repair burns-through, mechanical and 
corrosion-erosion damage, crack «healing» and res-
toration of the dimensions of blades, segments and 
other gas turbine components, multilayer preforms or 

composite filler metals are now used, which ensure 
optimization of the processes of formation of sound 
strong welds with sufficiently high physico-mechan-
ical characteristics. The new mastered cladding and 
brazing technologies allow repairing the casting and 
service extended developed defects (cracks, burns-
through, fusion, degradation, etc.) of the components 
of gTE hot section (Figure 7).

having the knowledge, skills, experience and pro-
duction capacity, PTT now conducts the entire complex 
of reconditioning of gas turbine engine components af-
ter service, and performs the full cycle of repair and 
deposition of various types of coatings, required for 
this product type (Figures 8, 9). This method includes 
expert assessment, fault detection, a set of thermome-
chanical operations, and testing. Thus, customer re-
quirements are satisfied in «all inclusive» format, i.e. 
the entire reconditioning process is in one place.

Paton Turbine Technologies LLc is an example of 
successful adaptation and introduction of the achieve-
ments of fundamental science into production, devel-
opment of modern technologies, and moving forward, 
while taking into account the urgent needs of the society.

Figure 9. classical columnar structure of thermal barrier coating 
produced by EB-PvD
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Continuous way to improvement lasting 

more than 60 years

PiLOT PLaNT OF WELDiNg EQUiPMENT 
OF E.O. PaTON ELEcTric WELDiNg iNsTiTUTE

On January 1, 1959, the Pilot Plant of Welding Equip-
ment of E.O. Paton Electric Welding institute was found-
ed, whose main task was mastering the technology of 
production and manufacture of experimental models of 
the advanced welding equipment, which was developed 
at the EDTB and other structural units of PWi. From that 
moment, the continuous movement of the Plant towards 
recognized leadership in the field of production of mod-
ern welding equipment and materials began.

For more than 60 years of its history, the team of the 
Pilot Plant has made hundreds of thousands of units of 
welding equipment, in which the advanced develop-
ments of domestic scientists in the field of welding, sur-
facing and metal cutting technologies were embodied. 
The equipment produced by the Plant has been often 
used in as wide as possible range of conditions in dif-
ferent parts of the world: from deepwater welding for 
the facilities of oil and gas exploration to the first ever 
open space welding operations; from repair of ships in 
hot equatorial or humid tropical climates to welding 
pipelines in the Extreme North. all this helped to gain 
valuable experience, which provided a solid foundation 
for the Plant to take the leading positions at this mar-
ket — today PPWE is the only plant in Ukraine capable 
of producing welding equipment with welding currents 
from 150 a for domestic consumers to 10000 a for gi-
ants of Ukrainian and world industry.

Today the products range of the Plant has more 
than 60 items, of which more than 30 models are in-
verter welding equipment, more than 15 models are 
conventional equipment and more than 10 grades of 
welding electrodes.

The inverter welding machines PaTON™ occupy 
the largest part in the total volume of production of the 
PPWE equipment. They are commercially produced in 
the following categories:

● inverter rectifiers (welding currents from 150 to 
500 a, operating from the power supply networks of 
220 v/380 v);

● units for semi-automatic welding (welding cur-
rents from 160 to 500 a, operating from the power 
supply networks of 220 v/380 v);

● units for argon-arc welding (welding currents 
from 5 to 315 a, operating from the power supply 
networks of 220 v/380 v);

● multifunctional digital inverters (welding cur-
rents from 250 to 350 a, operating from the power 
supply networks of 220 v/380 v);

● units for air-plasma cutting.
For the most complete compliance with the market 

requirements, most units from the range of inverter 
equipment are produced in several series: units of 
general-purpose and professional series, which allow 
welding under particularly rigid working conditions.

also, at the demand of ever-increasing customer 
requests, the Plant is actively working on expanding 
its range and modifying its existing models. Over the 
last year, the designing of the inverter rectifiers and 
semiautomatic units with a rated welding current of up 
to 500 a and the argon-arc inverter for welding with 
both direct and alternating current up to 315 a was 
completed and all were put into production. already 
in 2020, it was already decided to replace the models 
of units with the currents of 315 and 250 a powered 
by a three-phase network with more powerful models 
of 350 and 270 a, respectively. The development of 
a new perspective model of unit for plasma-cutting 
with a rated current of up to 100 a is at the final stage. 

in the production of units the most updated and 
high-quality components from the world’s leading 
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manufacturers like iNFiNEON, vishay, KENDEiL 
and NXP are used and the units of professional se-
ries are equipped with accessories from a well-known 
german manufacturer abicor Binzel. all this allows 
the Plant to produce «extra-class» products, the high-
est quality of which is reflected in the extended war-
ranty period of up to 5 years.

The welding electrodes PaTON™ also occupy a 
large part in the overall structure of the products man-
ufactured by the Plant. Today, 12 grades of welding 
electrodes with both classic and improved composi-
tion are manufactured. and taking into account the 
variety of diameters and packaging variants, the num-
ber of assortment items in this category of products 
exceeds 50. The production uses modern technologies 
and rigid input quality control of raw materials, and a 
professional team of specialists constantly monitors 
the development of production of welding materials 
in order to timely introduce innovations.

The welding electrodes PaTON™ meet all neces-
sary requirements to products of this type and are reg-
ularly certified by relevant Ukrainian and internation-
al certification centers. in 2018, these products were 
certified to meet the EU standards requirements and 
regular deliveries of electrodes to the markets of Eu-
ropean countries began and in 2019 a certificate was 
received that the manufacturing process was in com-
pliance with the high standards of isO 9001:2015.

This area of work of the PPWE is actively devel-
oping — today the process of organizing a new area 
for the production of welding electrodes PaTON™ in 
Kyiv is at the final stage. after completion of commis-
sioning works, several production lines of a new area 
will be able to provide the production of up to 600 t of 
welding electrodes per month. in addition to the pro-
duction departments, the new complex of manufactur-

ing welding electrodes in Kyiv includes an analytical 
laboratory, a mechanical testing laboratory and a de-
partment for welding and technological testing. The 
set of laboratory equipment allows carrying out the 
complex input control of all raw materials, controlling 
the technological process of electrode production and 
performing acceptance tests of each batch of finished 
products. in the near future, it is planned to launch 
a line of experimental molds for the development of 
new grades of electrodes with improved welding and 
technological properties.

it is important to note that a considerable part of 
PaTON™ products is already exported and namely 
this vector has been identified as one of the main ones 
in the Plant’s development strategy. Over the last year, 
a number of countries at which markets the deliveries 
of the products were organized, has increased to 30. 
in particular, in 2019, deliveries of welding units and 
electrodes were organized to india, sri Lanka, Egypt, 
Turkey and Burkina Faso. Negotiations about the start 
of deliveries in 14 more countries, including such Eu-
ropean countries as spain, croatia, Macedonia and 
Bulgaria; Middle Eastern countries — saudi arabia, 
Pakistan, israel, as well as asian countries — Philip-
pines and singapore are underway at different stages. 
in view of such high interest to the products of the 
Plant, it can be stated that a high reliability, wide func-
tionality and many unique technical characteristics 
allow the PaTON™ welding equipment to compete 
successfully with the products of the leading world 
manufacturers at the markets around the world.

Namely the choice of the PaTON™ products by 
both domestic and foreign welders makes the staff of 
PWi to be proud of its work and inspires them for new 
achievements!
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ENgiNEEriNg cENTEr OF PrEssUrE WELDiNg 
OF E.O. PaTON ELEcTric WELDiNg iNsTiTUTE

The Department of Butt Welding of E.O. Paton Elec-
tric Welding institute of the Nas of Ukraine and the 
state Enterprise «Engineering center of Pressure 
Welding NTc «E.O. Paton Electric Welding insti-
tute of the Nas of Ukraine» for many decades have 
specialized in the development of technologies and 
equipment for flash butt welding (FBW) of rails of 
various grades as well as pipes of different diameters 
and assortments.

The state Enterprise «Engineering center of Pres-
sure Welding» was found in 1987 for industrial im-
plementation and extensive mastering of the institute 
developments.

The main activity of the Center is the production 
of basic models of machines, repair and moderniza-
tion of the equipment for FBW of rails in the field 
conditions, as well as training personnel to work in 
the mentioned areas.

The technologies and equipment developed at the 
PWi and manufactured at the Engineering center, 
have quickly found a widespread applicaiton on the 
railways of Ukraine and in the world. in the condi-
tions of high global competition, this technology and 
equipment became interesting to the leading world 
railway companies from austria, France, Japan, Usa, 
china and other countries.

in the last decade, in many countries an intense 
reconstruction of railways and rail track is observed. 
in these works high-strength rails with the hardness 
of up to HB 400 are used. according to the techno-
logical conditions, it is required to obtain the strength 
of welded joints practically equal to base metal of the 
rail steel and high ductile properties. such indices 
could not be obtained using traditional technologies. 
The PWi conducts systematic studies of weldability 
of new high-strength rails of different world manu-
facturers (austria, china, Usa, Ukraine, Japan) in 
order to develop welding technologies which provide 
the required mechanical properties. This raises the 
need for a significant change in the control systems 
of welding machines and designs of their individual 
units. in particular, it was found that for high-quality 
welding of high-strength rails it is necessary to sig-
nificantly change the technology of contact heating 
and the design of a mechanical part of the machines, 
that provide an increase in the clamping forces by 
1.5−2.0 times.

it is known that during the operation of a continu-
ous welded rail, the fixed rails are subjected to stresses 
related to changes in temperature, i.e. under the influ-
ence of the environment. Their impact leads to defor-

geography of deliveries of machines for welding rails
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mation of the track, violations of the set dimensions of 
the track and in critical situations to accidents.

as a result of the carried out developments, in lead-
ing foreign countries a new generation of welding ma-
chines and the technology, known as «pulsating flash-
ing», were created and patented. The first machines 
of a type K900 and K920 were designed at the PWi 
and tested on the Us railways together with «Norfolk 
southern corporation» and other Us customers.

Over the past five years, a new generation of ma-
chines of a type K1045 and K960 for FBW have been 
developed at the PWi with the tension of rails of up to 
1000 m length.

For today, the center has a successful experience 
in welding rail sections with the use of the developed 
equipment and technology for metro in the Usa, chi-
na, singapore and other countries of the world. More-
over, joining is performed directly in the tunnels.

Machine K900

Machine K960 Machine K1045
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chiNa-UKraiNE 
E.O. PaTON iNsTiTUTE OF WELDiNg

The china-Ukraine E.O. Paton institute of Welding 
(cUPiW), found in 2011, is a platform for internation-
al scientific and technical cooperation in the Prc for 
implementation of the achievements and experience of 
the E.O. Paton Electric Welding institute, other insti-
tutes of the Nas of Ukraine and enterprises in china 
and Ukraine, as well as for cooperation with chinese 
partners on joint developments and organization of high-
tech industries in the fields of shipbuilding, marine en-
gineering, aviation, railway transport, production and 
transportation of oil and gas, power engineering, energy 
saving. This form of cooperation has no analogues in 
terms of the scale of already realised projects.

currently, the china-Ukraine E.O. Paton institute 
of Welding is a legal entity, acting under the chinese 
law, which is a part of the guangdong academy of sci-
ences. all international cooperation activities within 
the framework of the cUPiW are funded by the chi-
nese side. The sources of funding from the chinese 
side are applied projects of the central government of 
the Prc, the government of guangdong province, the 
city of guangzhou or state-owned industrial corpo-
rations, as well as joint-stock and private companies 
in the Prc. The financial support of the projects is 
carried out on a competitive basis, that is, in order to 
receive funding in china for each project, in the com-
petition state institutions and enterprises of the Prc, 
as well as leading foreign companies in the field of 
welding and related processes, participate.

Within the framework of cUPiW, in the fulfill-
ment of international projects a number of institutes 
of the Nas of Ukraine, leading technical universities 

of Ukraine, as well as large industrial enterprises and 
research and production innovation companies are in-
volved. in particular, except of the E.O. Paton Electric 
Welding institute of the Nas of Ukraine, the follow-
ing academic institutes are involved in such coopera-
tion: Frantsevich institute for Problems of Materials 
science, PTiMa. in the international projects within 
the framework of cUPiW, the following universities 
take the most active part: NTUU «igor sikorsky Kyiv 
Polytechnic institute», admiral Makarov Nation-
al University of shipbuilding. also, for realization 
of production tasks, in particular for the production 
of critical units of high-tech equipment, cUPiW in-
volves a number of industrial and scientific-produc-
tion enterprises from different regions of Ukraine, in 
particular, from Kyiv, Dnipro, Kharkiv, Zhytomyr, 
Mykolaiv, sumy and other cities.

Throughout the period of its activity, cUPiW in 
cooperation with the E.O. Paton Electric Welding 
institute of the Nas of Ukraine (PWi) has realized 
several dozen major projects on modifying and im-
plementation of the advanced developments of the 
PWi into industry. among them the following could 
be mentioned:

● development of universal equipment and technol-
ogy for flash butt welding of structural steels, aluminum 
and titanium alloys and their industrial application;

● creation of new generation of equipment for 
flash butt welding of pipes (114−320 mm);

● development of technology and equipment for 
orbital welding of power equipment pipelines over 
the active flux layer (a-Tig);

signing of official documents on establishment and organisation of activity of the china-Ukraine E.O. Paton institute of Welding 
(2012–2013). From left — to right: Mr. Zhu Xiaodan, governor of guangdong province; academician B.E. Paton, President of the 
National academy of sciences of Ukraine, honoured chairman of the cUPiW Board; Mr. cao Jianlin, vice-Minister of science and 
Technology of Prc, honoured chairman of the cUPiW Board; academician i.v.Krivtsun, Deputy Director of the PWi, chairman of 
the cUPiW Board
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● creation of technology and universal equipment 
for high-speed plasma as well as hybrid and combined 
(tandem) plasma-arc (Plasma-Mig) welding, its inte-
gration into a robotic complex;

● creation of technology and new generation of 
equipment for microplasma and hybrid laser-microplas-
ma pulsed current welding in different polar modes;

● creation of technology and equipment for au-
tomated arc welding of long-length structures (up to 
4 m) of high-strength titanium alloys of large thick-
ness (up to 120 mm) into a narrow gap in a controlled 
magnetic field;

● development of equipment and technology of 
electrodynamic treatment of welds of aluminum al-
loys for shipbuilding in order to effectively reduce 
and regulate welding deformations;

Equipment for narrow gap welding of long-length structures of titanium alloys of 20–120 mm thickness and up to 4 m length and 
welded product of titanium Ti4–al–2v alloy of 120 mm thickness under the controlling magnetic field

robotic technological complex for high-speed hybrid laser-plas-
ma welding

Electroslag surfacing of large-sized structures of the power equip-
ment with the use of two strips
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● development of technology and equipment 
for producing spherical shape powders from high-
strength complexly alloyed titanium alloys using 
plasma processes;

● application of advanced electron beam technol-
ogies in turbine construction during producing billets 
of gas turbine blades by the method of hot isostatic 
pressing of powders (filling, degassing, compaction, 
sealing (welding) of containers with metal powder for 
further hot isostatic pressing);

● development of technology of diffusion welding 
of heat-resistant alloys based on Ni3al with controlled 
stress-strain state;

● improvement of equipment for high-frequency 
welding of living tissues, its adaptation to working 
conditions in the chinese medical institutions;

● development of new titanium-steel plasma weld-
ing technologies and their testing in the production of 
bimetallic pipes for oil and gas transportation;

● creation of specialized equipment and technol-
ogy of high-performance (up to 45 kg/h) electroslag 
surfacing with two strips of large-sized products of 
power equipment;

● creation of technology and equipment for 
high-performance plasma cutting of metals of in-
creased thicknesses (up to 120−150 mm) on reverse 
polarity, its integration with systems of numerical 
program control in relation to the production of large-
sized structures;

● development of new generation equipment for su-
personic plasma spraying of heat-resistant, thermal-bar-
rier, wear-resistant, corrosion-resistant and special coat-
ings.

The china-Ukraine Welding institute has a high 
authority in the Prc. The government of the Prc 
highly appreciates the results of cUPiW’s activities 
and the contribution of PWi to these activities. in 

particular, Ukrainian colleagues of PWi, who partic-
ipated in the implementation of joint projects, were 
awarded more than ten governmental awards by the 
Prc, including the highest awards by the central gov-
ernment of the Prc.

awarding i.v. Krivtsun, Deputy Director of the PWi, 2019 (left) and v.M. Korzhyk, chief of the PWi Department, Director of the 
cUPiW on the Ukrainian side (2014) the highest awards of the Prc government — medals «For outstanding achievements in the 
international scientific and technical and economic cooperation»

installation for electron beam welding for application in granular 
metallurgy
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